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SERIES EDITORS’ PREFACE

Masculinity and Power in Irish Nationalism is a groundbreaking study of
the development of a distinctly Irish nationalism that had at its core an
imagined, vigorous and agrarian masculinity. In this fascinating and highly
original book, Aidan Beatty explores how Irish nationalists conflated ideas
of national sovereignty with masculine strength – and submissive, pious
femininity – in ideas of Irish independence and national destiny. Beginning
in the 1880s, the trajectories of these notions of masculinity and power in
Irish political and cultural life are traced, culminating in Éamon de Valera’s
sclerotic vision of the ideal Irish agrarian homeland in the 1930s.
Ideologies and practices of distinctly Irish concepts of masculinity,
power and nation are compared resonantly with concepts of masculinity
in Jewish Zionism in this period. Through this comparative lens, Beatty
opens new fields of analysis in European postcolonialism, and the development of normative, culturally specific and nationalistic masculinities
at Europe’s fringes. In common with all volumes in the Genders and
Sexualities in History series, Masculinity and Power in Irish Nationalism
presents a multifaceted and meticulously researched scholarly study, and
is a sophisticated contribution to our understanding of the past.
John H. Arnold, Joanna Bourke and Sean Brady
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GLOSSARY OF IRISH TERMS
‘High Festival’, the term used by most Irish
political parties to describe their annual general
meeting.
Cumann na mBan
‘The Women’s Organisation’, a female militia
linked to the Volunteers and, later, the IRA.
Cumann na nGaedheal ‘Organisation of the Irish’, conservative party
founded by the pro-treaty elements of Sinn
Féin, and which dominated politics in 1920s
Ireland.
Dáil Éireann
‘Assembly of Ireland’, name used for the parliament of the provisional government of the Irish
Republic during the War of Independence, and
by that of the Irish Free State. A member of the
Dáil is a Teachta Dála (TD), Representative of
the Dáil.
Fianna Éireann
‘Soldiers of Ireland’, boys’ militia founded in
1909 and modelled on the Boy Scouts. It was
later formally linked to the IRA.
Fianna Fáil
‘Soldiers of Irish Destiny’, populist Republican
party founded in 1926 by Eamon de Valera and
his supporters within Sinn Féin.
Fine Gael
‘Tribe of the Irish’, conservative party formed in
1932 from the merging of Cumann na nGaedheal, the smaller Centre Party, and the fascistinclined Blueshirts.
Gaeltacht
‘Irishness’, the Irish-speaking parts of Ireland.
The Gaeltacht is often contrasted with the
Galltacht, ‘foreignness’, the Anglophone parts
of Ireland.
An Garda Síochána
‘The Guardians of the Peace’, the post-1922
Irish police force. A single member is a Garda
(pl.Gardaí).
Óglaigh na hÉireann
‘Irish Young Warriors’, term used as the Irish title
of the Irish Volunteers, the Irish Republican
Army, and the national army of the post-1922
state.
Árd Fheis
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Seoinín

Sinn Féin

‘Little John’, pejorative term for a sycophantic
Irish person who apes English customs and
manners (pl. Seoiníní).
‘Ourselves Alone’, name used for various nationalist parties since the early twentieth century.
The name is intended to suggest an ethos of
nationalist self-reliance.
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